THE MOTHER: Jesus, of course the world cannot receive the HOLY SPIRIT they neither see nor know!
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Jesus, of course the world cannot receive the HOLY SPIRIT they neither see nor know! Yet there are those whom You know, can! Who then are those You know 2000 years later? (September 29, 2021)

September 29, 2021

A few might think that is a rather odd way of addressing Jesus, as if there is direct contact. No, I have never talked to Jesus. It is just my way of bringing another discovery yesterday into our consciousness. It needs a dramatic address directly questioning Jesus about parables that are so ingeniously construed that almost all Christians have never understood them properly unless awakening to the Age that has Come.

But why such a discovery yesterday, a discovery that even the inner circle here will have to revisit a few times to understand what Jesus foretold 2000 years ago regarding the Paraclete and the HOLY SPIRIT; two personalities, one a physical being who came just like Jesus and the other an eternal spiritual being just like Jesus too?

Yesterday was another anniversary of September 28, 1993 that started a mind-boggling journey for me when Shri Ganesha requested, "Join Shri Mataji!"

I am awake since early dawn reflecting on the years since that fateful day. I listened to beautiful spiritual music and waited in Silence as to how to pay homage to September 28, 1993. I waited for almost two hours.

I long realized that 2000 years of history is now reaching the eschatological crescendo of a Led Zeppelin's Stairway to Heaven mega-concert.

Despite 50 years of the Paraclete in the Age that has Come, Plan “A” ended in a failure of epic proportion ... just as Jesus said it would! The Paraclete Shri Mataji was rejected just as Jesus was rejected twenty centuries ago, and predicted She would be too.

The warnings from the Paraclete of the Resurrection are the same as that of Jesus who declared emphatically: "Whoever rejects me and doesn’t receive my words will be judged at the last day by the word I have spoken." (John 12:48.)

Those warnings only make sense for those taking part in the Resurrection today i.e., the inner circle of probably only a dozen:

“It is said that the disciples will know the Paraclete and the Paraclete will remain with them, much as it was said that the disciples were privileged to know the Son, who will remain with them. The Paraclete will guide the disciples along the way of all truth; Jesus is the way of truth. The Paraclete will bear witness; Jesus bears witness (Jn 8:14). The reaction of the world to the Paraclete will be much the same as the world’s reaction was to Jesus. The world does not know or accept the Paraclete, much as it remained ignorant of Jesus’ true identity and rejected him (5:43; 12:48).” (Marthaler 2007, 276)

I realized long ago that THE MOTHER had Plan “B” ready too. For someone who knows how the future is going to play out, and with Quantum Mechanics and Time itself on HER fingertips, Plan “B” was there all along.

But how does THE MOTHER fit into Plan “B”? What evidence, if any, is there of that claim? If there is, how is it linked with the Age that has Come? These questions have been on my mind for quite a while.
It was then when I saw that SHE has been hiding in plain sight in the Bible for the last 2000 years, a claim that most patriarchal Christians will regard as preposterous. It is indeed outrageous, that is until you hear what Jesus said in John 14:15-17 in original Aramaic where the Spirit is feminine:

“If you love me, you will keep my commandments. And I will ask the SPIRIT, and SHE will give you another Paraclete, to be with you forever, even the SPIRIT of truth, whom the world cannot receive, because it neither sees HER nor knows HER. You know HER, for SHE dwells with you and will be in you.” John 14:15-17

Interpreting the above in the context of Shri Mataji only makes sense as far as “another Paraclete, to be with you forever.” Beyond that, Jesus is implicitly talking about the HOLY SPIRIT “whom the world cannot receive, because it neither sees HER nor knows HER.”

Of course, the world cannot receive something they can neither see or know!

**Question:** But who is Jesus addressing in the future age when the Paraclete will arrive as promised by Him? Who are the people who will know the HOLY SPIRIT that Jesus is talking about? How will they be able to know HER even though the whole world will not?

**Answer:** Only those who are taking part in the Resurrection in this Age that has Come. They will know and hear the Paraclete speaking on His behalf and, since She is the **incarnation** of the HOLY SPIRIT, they will know the latter too ....... even if they, like the rest of the world, can neither know or see HER. Only the Paraclete can be seen and known, and through Her the HOLY SPIRIT can be known as being in you i.e., **indwelling as the Antaryamin** in the heart.

**Question:** Alright. Jesus claims that “You know HER, for SHE dwells with you and will be in you.” Who is the SPIRIT of truth and where does SHE dwell in those who know HER?

**Answer:** "I, indeed, am that person, and that person truly is I; regard this as certain, O Mountain. I do not abide in any sacred site, not even in Kailasa, nor in Vaikuntha, Yet I dwell in the midst of the lotus-heart of one who knows me " The Devi Gita, 6.17-18

**Question:** But how are Christians (or Hindus, Sikhs, Jains, Buddhists, Jews, Muslims) supposed to know that the exact place where THE MOTHER dwells is in the heart?

**Answer:** None will know THE MOTHER sitting on the lotus in their hearts until and unless i) they accept all scriptures, incarnations, and religions and ii) are taking part in the Resurrection.

**Question:** But how does one take part in the Resurrection? What prayers, chants or mantras must one recite? Which church, mandir, gurdwara, temple, synagogue or mosque must one pray for deliverance? What religion does one convert into?

**Answer:** You only need ears that can hear that the Resurrection is taking place. You only need to worship THE MOTHER who resides in the lotus-heart of those who know HER. “You know HER, for SHE dwells with you and will be in you.” John 14:17"

**Question:** Is that all? Is it as simple as that?

**Answer:** 100%. It is Plan “B” till 2050.
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NOTE: I did not quote anything about the patriarchal God that would leave an unpleasant taste and smell of blood and rotting corpses. This is a post for comfort of heart, mind and soul.